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Introduction to PRO•D White-Label Developer Guide 

This document will explain simple methods of creating mobile apps that can 
perform software and hardware tests on the mobile device (the phone running 
the app) and present the results on the device or submit to a centralized cloud-
services database for reporting and analysis purposes. 
 
To learn about creating integration to our Cloud-Services API to access results 
of Diagnostics and statistical data. 
 
There are two components of the PRO•D white-label solution that are 
explained in this document: the Application SDK and the Cloud-Services API. 
 
 
 
 
What is PRO•D Application SDK? 

In brief, PRO•D Application SDK is a set of software functions that are created 
for Android and iOS devices, to perform tests at the lowest level of the 
operating system software accessing hardware and electronic components of 
the device. 
 
 
 
What is PRO•D Cloud-Services API? 

The PRO•D Cloud-Services API manages the coordination of sessions.  To 
begin a Remote Diagnostic, a SessionID must be created using the cloud-
services API and shared to the white-label Application using the integrated 
application SDK.  
 
Once the remote diagnostics are complete, the application SDK automatically 
send the results to the cloud-services for storage.  
 
Your 3rd party solution can use the cloud-services API to initiate sessions, 
query active sessions activity, query results of completed sessions, etc.  
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How does the PRO•D Solution Function? 

To use the PRO•D solution to start testing devices, an application that can run 
on the device has to be created using the provided application SDK for either 
of the platforms (iOS, Android) and installed on the device. At the same time 
the PRO•D cloud-services are integrated to actively collect and store the test 
result data produced by the device.  
 

Additionally, it is also possible to display the test results on the device screen.  
 

The following diagram briefly represents the communication between the 
mobile device using the Application SDK and transferring the data to the Cloud 
via the cloud-services API: 

 

 

 

At the completion of the tests, the results of the tests can be retrieved in the 
JSON format by making calls to the Cloud-Services API. 
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On-device Tests Sequence Diagram 

The following diagram shows the communication stages between the White-
label App, the PRO•D SDK, and PRO•D Cloud-Services API in the proper 
stages of execution:  

 

The name of the only callback function is diagnosticSessionCompleted().   
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Creating the Mobile App for testing the device 

To ease the development process, Asset Science has provided some sample 
projects that are very easy to customize by the developers. These white label 
template projects can be found on the Developers Zone page and can be used 
as a starting point. The online location of the Developers Zone page on the 
Asset Science website is: 
 

http://developers.assetscience.com 
 
 

 
  
 

http://developers.assetscience.com/
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There are different template projects for different platforms supported (iOS 
and Android). They are created using the common development tools for each 
platform, Xcode for iOS, and Android Studio for Android. These sample projects 
are written in their framework’s popular programming languages, Objective-C 
for iOS and Java for the Android platform. 
 
 
They simply start the proper SDK version, create a connection with the server 
and make calls to the PRO•D Cloud-Services API to receive a Session ID and 
register the device. After opening a session with the server, then they start 
making some basic tests and submitting the results to the server. The 
complete list of test functions and API calls can be found at the bottom of this 
document. 
 
 

Rebranding PRO•D Mobile App 

Each one of these projects allow the developers to quickly make necessary 
changes to the resources that are used for branding, such as logos and color 
themes. Internal text fields and variables are listed in the ReadMe files and are 
very straight forward to find and modify, to customize the app. 
 
Rebranding can be done as simple as making modifications to some fields in 
the source code or the configuration files, e.g. such as the following block: 

 
 
{ 
    "General": { 
        "vendor": "ProDSDK App Demo", 
        "vendorHexColor" : "003366", 
        "vendorHighlightHexColor":"FFFFFF" 
    } 
} 

 
 

Configuration of Test Suites to Run on the Device 

A complete list of tests is available and can be used to build proper test suites 
for the White-label App, in order to specify the tests to run on the device. The 
test suite configuration details and tools can be obtained by getting in touch 
with Customer Success team at Asset Science.  
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PRO•D Application SDK Quick Start (iOS) 
 

The following source code snippets show how simple is to make calls to the 
Application SDK to perform a test on the device. There are common sections 
between both supported platforms, but there are also minor platform-
dependent differences in some of the SDKs functions, that are explained and 
addressed in the template projects and can be re-used in the final app with 
minimal or no modifications. 
 
Note: The following snippets and other contents are also available in the Developer Zone page 
on the Asset Science website in their respective sections. 
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PRO•D Application SDK Quick Start (Android) 

The following steps are to perform tests on Android platform the same way 
that are explained in the previous section for iOS, and the template projects 
and can be re-used in the final app with minimal or no modifications. 
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Retrieving Test Results using PRO•D Cloud-Services API 
 
Upon completion of the diagnostics on the device, the results can be queried 
using the PRO•D Cloud-Services API, passing in the same SessionID that was 
received from the Application SDK on the initialization method call (the initial 
method is called startDiagnosticSession() on both iOS and Android 
platforms).  
 

  
 
 
RESTful call to the PRO•D Could-Services API  
 
The following call to Cloud-Service API (Restful) with the required SessionID 
as the only parameter, will return the results of the diagnostics for the device 
mapped to the specified SessionID.  
 
The Root URL to be used with all API calls is: 
 

https://consumermanagement.qa.asci.io 
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PRO•D Cloud-Services API Documentation 
 

The following are the Restful API definitions that make the server side 
functionality available to the Application SDKs running on the devices. 
 
Note: The details of the following API can be found in the Developer Zone 
section of the Asset Science’s Control-Center Portal. 
 
 
 
 
The root URL is: 
 

https://consumermanagement.qa.asci.io 
 
 

 

 

Consumer Management  

[ Base URL: 127.0.0.1:4450 ] 

Consumer Management Service.  

 
 
Customer application 
GET/sessions/{license} 
Get a list of all the session for a given license 
 
GET/sessions/{license}/active 
Get a list of all the active session for a given license 
 
POST/session/{variable} 
Creates a new device testing session *variable is a license* 
 
DELETE/session/{variable} 
Close a device testing session *variable is a sessionid* 
 
PUT/session/{variable} 
Add a suite of device tests to a session *variable is a sessionid* 
 
GET/session/{sessionId}/details 
Get all the information  about a testing session 
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GET/session/{sessionId}/metadata 
Get the metadata that was supplied when the session was created. 
 
GET/tests 
Get a list of all the device tests available, sorted by category 
 
GET/tests/{platform} 
Get a list of all the device tests available for the given platform, sorted by category 
 

 

 

Device application 
POST/session/{variable}/results 
Send the device tests results to the session. *variable is a session code* 
 
GET/session/{code}/config/{platform} 
Get the list of tests to run on the device from the session 
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